"I would to Heaven that I were so much Clay--- / As I am blood---bone---marrow, passion---feeling". Byron\'s headpiece to the 1832 edition of *Don Juan* captures a distinctively Romantic bodily sensibility, both delight in and frustration with the limits of human flesh. Byron\'s response was to get "exceeding drunk to day / So that I seem to stand upon the ceiling". In *Romanticism, medicine and the poet\'s body* Allard, a professor of English literature and language at Brock University, Canada, takes a more sober approach to the history of the Romantic body. Following Roy Porter\'s injunction that "to talk about the body is to talk about the body *in*", Allard builds his argument around the figure of the "Poet-Physician", embodied in the historical figures of John Keats, Thomas Lovell Beddoes and John Thelwall. This interdisciplinary study of an interdisciplinary character stands at the intersection of literary Romanticism and medical discourse. Allard explores both the ways in which Romantic medicine construed the body as a professional and practical space, and the ways in which this body became the subject and object of Romantic literature.

In doing so he maps the political, cultural and intellectual transformations of Paris medicine---both new notions of sickness and new forms of clinical authority---on to the Romantic body. He is at pains to point out that he is not studying representations of an objective, ahistorical body, but rather the construction of different bodies through the sometimes complementary, sometimes competing discursive practices of literature and medicine. The Romantic body provided an amphitheatre in which interpretative communities of poets and physicians (and Poet-Physicians) could explore the central Romantic idea of unmediated experience, either through a personal journey through the world or direct (often visual) experience of the body in health and sickness. These two ways of mapping the embodied self came together in the Poet-Physician. Allard sees poetry as an activity which takes place not in the abstract dimensions of the mind but in the messy space of the cultural and material world: the hand which plied the scalpel might also bear the pen. But the Poet-Physician also reminds us of the tragic falls inherent in the Romantic *Weltanschauung*. Romantic poets discovered that to be embodied was to be trapped in a world of irreducible disharmony, while Romantic physicians found that new anatomical knowledge, even when gained by personal experience, did not transform their power to cure. In this sense the Poet-Physicians were called upon to confront the limits of their world and their own mortality, an encounter epitomized by Beddoes\' *Death\'s jest-book*, published only after his suicide in 1849.

Allard\'s work is not without its difficulties. This is a dense text, composed of long paragraphs and sentences, often fashioned from equally long quotes. It raises, but does not settle, old questions over whether "body studies" is anything more than a convenient and fashionable hook on which historians and critics can hang their work. By focusing on a small number of writers, not much read in their own lifetimes, Allard might make his readers wonder whether it is possible to over-problematize the body. To put it bluntly, how many Romantic bodies or Poet-Physicians were wandering around England in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries? Despite these minor criticisms, *Romanticism, medicine and the poet\'s body* offers an inspiring and original take on the history of the body. Allard has put the Romantic ghost back in the corporeal machine, reminding us that poetic voices find their roots in poetic bodies. How about a companion volume on the Gothic body in nineteenth-century life science?
